
Invitation to Participate
Collaborative Print/Animation Project

 SGCI TEXCHANGE 2019

Stills from “Long Journey Home,” 2018; Stop frame animation crated with monotype, 3-D printed plates and collaged 
prints; Duration 3:50.  Images above by Nina Kuo and Loren Roser.

Dear Printmakers,

The Southern Graphics Council International (SGCI) Conference will be here before we know it! 
Akua Inks will be participating in the VPP Fair and will be hosting a participatory project at the 
booth. We will be orchestrating a collaborative animation project with the public and 
participating artists, using Akua Inks. This project is open to all printmakers. No animation 
experience necessary

This project will highlight the collaborative nature of stop motion animation and print. Coinciding 
with this year’s theme “Texchange,”  we’ve decided to incorporate maps and global imagery as 
a part of the animation. These images will riff off of the thematic concepts of spreading 
information and ideas through a shared space with contributors from all over the world. With the 
unique working properties of printmaking materials and techniques, the making of the animation 
can be collaborative, or fluidly seamed together through monotype, etching and other 
processes. 

We will be setting up a 12 x 16 inch monotype plate for participants to draw and make marks. 
In addition, there will be a 3-D printed puzzle of a world map, compliments of Phyllis and Victor 
Merriam of thepostdigitalprintmaker. Participants may combine the 3-D map pieces and 
/or their imagery along with monotype. Akua Inks and monotype tools such as brayers, Q-tips®, 
brushes and rags will be provided. We strongly encourage artists to bring images to add to the 
animation. A camera will be positioned above the plate so each contribution will be 
documented and threaded into one final animation project after the event. All participating 
artists will be credited in the final video.

To check out our latest collaborative animation project, “Long Journey Home,” you can watch it 
on our YouTube channel here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRd0XA9E31U 

Some details to consider:
-When: March 7-9
-Where: SGCI VPP Fair, Speedball/Akua Booth, The Fairmont Dallas, 1717 N Akard St, Dallas, 
TX 76521. The product fair is free and open to the public. 
-Available time slots are 30 minutes
-The animation station will be open from 9am-12:30pm.

If you would like to sign up to participate, please email susanrostow@speedballart.com to 
coordinate.
We hope to see you there!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRd0XA9E31U

